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Table 2- 1 Principal particulars of container ship
model and propellers

 

1 Load condition
Ship model  Normal. Light 

Length between perpendiculars LPP(m) 4.000

Breadth B (m) 0.5847

Draft fore df  (m) 0.1952  0.1079

aft da (m) 0.2199 0.1698

mean dm  (m)  0.2076  0.1389

Trim t  (m)  0.0247 0.0519

Displacement volume (m3)  0.2769 0.1709

Block coefficient Cb 0.568 0.526

Longi.center of buoyancy from
 F.P.  FB  0.520L 0.530L

Longi.radius of gyration ICYY 0.240L 0.255L

Height of C.G. above base line  KG  (m) 0.1778 0.190

Length-breadth ratio L/B 6.81

Breadth-draft ratio B/d 2.816 4.210

Propeller models A B

Diameter D  (m) 0.150 0.112

Pitch ratio P/D 1.007 1.009

Expanded blade area ratio
 0.6935  0.6700

Blade thickness ratio 0.0530 0.050

Boss ratio
0.1848 0.180

Number of blades 5 5

Direction of turning Right Right



Table 3- 1 Test conditions of resistance and self-propulsion tests

in regular waves

1) Effect of  X. and V Fn c„ X/L Measuring items Condition

Head

waves

Resistance

tests

Motion

free

0.15

0.20

0.25
0.30

L/50

(8 cm)

0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,

0.9,1.0,1.1,1.2,

1.3,1.5,1.7,2.0,

2.5

 Pitch,Heave,Surge,

Relative stern motion,

 Resistance,Wave

Normal

Light

Restrained

model
 Resistance,Wave Normal

Self-propulsion test

Proprller A,B

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

L/50

(8 cm)

0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,

0.9,1.0,1.1,1.2,

1.3,1.5,1.7,2.0,

2.5

Pitch,Heave,Surge,

Relative stern motion,

 Thrust,Torque,Revolu-

tion,Wave

Normal

Following

waves

Self-propulsion test

Propeller A

0.20

0.25

L/50

(8 cm)

0.4,0.5,0.6,0.7,

0.8,0.9,1.1,1.3,

1.5,2.0,2.5

 Pitch.,Heave,Surge,
 Thrust,Torque,Revolu-

tion,Wave
Normal

2) Effect of .c  Fn \./L Measuring items Condition

Head

waves

Resistance

tests

Motion

free 0.20

0.25
4  cm  —  20 cm

0.9

1.5

 Pitch,Heave,Surge,

 Resistance,Wave

Normal Resistance,Wave Restrained

model

Self-propulsion test

Propeller A

0.20

0.25 4 cm  —  20 cm

0.9

1.5

 Pitch,Heave,Surge,

 Thrust,Torque,

 Revolution,Wave

Self-propulsion test

Propeller A,B
0.20 4  cm  ---15 cm 1.0

 Pitch,Heave,Surge,

Thrust,Torque,

 Revolution,Wave



 TabLe 3- 2 Test conditions of resistance and self-propulsion tests in
irregular waves

Irregular waves

 Fn  Measuring items Hi/3(cm) To (sec)

 Mean wave period

series

10.78

9.99

10.56

10.04

1.159

1.413

1.562

1.694

0.15

0.20

0.25

0.30

Resistance test:

 Resistance,Pitch,Heave

 Surge,Wave,Speed

Self-propulsion test:

Significant wave

height series

6.36

9.99

11.54

13.40
16.12

1.409

1.413

1.390
1.395

1.399

 Thrust,Torque,Revolution,
 Pitch,Heave,Surge,Wave,

Speed



Table 4- 1 Test conditions of propeller open-water tests

Kind of test  Freq.(Hz) J  V(m/s)  N(1/s) Measuring items

0.51 0.4 0.6  Thrust,Torque,
Forced heave oscilla-
tion

0.57

0.66

10.0

const.
Revolution,Speed,

Double amp.; 8 cm
0.88 0.8 1.2 Heave

Forced pitch oscilla- 0.51 0.4  0.6  Thrust,  Torque,

 tion

Double amp.; 3 deg.

0.57

0.66

0.88 0.8 1.2

10.0

const.

 Revolution,Speed,

Pitch

0.51 0.4 1.55 7.5

0.57
0.66

1.40

1.20

0.88 0.8 0.90 20.0 Thrust

0.4 0.60 10.0 Torque

Forced surge  oscilla-
tion

0.88  const. 1208 182.0
Revolution

Speed

0.6 0.72 8.0 Surge

Double amp.;8 cm 0.88
const.

1.44 16.0

0.4 0.6

0.88 10.0

0.8 1.2 const.

0.51 0.4 0.6  Thrust,Torque,
In regular head waves

Wave height; 8 cm

0.57

0.66

0.88 0.8 1.2

10.0

const.

Revolution,Speed,

Wave

Forced heave  oscilla-

tion in regular head
waves: Double amp. of 0.88

0.4

0.9

15.0
 Thrust,Torque,

 Revolution,  Speed,

 Heave,Wave

heave; 8 cm 0.8 7.5

Wave height; 8 cm

In irregular head
waves11 1/3  ;10.91 cm 0.7 0.525 5.0

 Thrust,Torque,

 Revolution,Speed

Wave

 To ;0.954 sec



Table 4- 2 Test conditions of wake measurements in propeller disc

Kind of tests Model  Fn XIL  S'w  tem) Ring No.

Container
ship 0.20

0.5

0.8
8 4,5,6,7,8,9,10

Tanker 0.224
1.1

1.5
5 5,6,7,8,9,10

Motion free 2.0

2.5

Container 0.20 0.9 4

ship 1.5 20
7

0.5,1.5

 Restrained Container 0.20 0.8,2.0 8 7

model ship 1.1 2.5

Hz Doble amp

0.52

0.60

0.72 3°  4,6,7,8,10

0.88

Forced pitch
Container 1.09

oscillation
ship 0.20

 1°

0.52  20 6,10

3°

 4°

 Ring  No. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Container ship r/Rp 0.897 0.789  0.6,81 0.576 0.467 0.362 0.254

Tanker r/Rp ----  0.978 0.844  0.714 0.579 0.449 0.315



Table  4- 3 Principal  particulars  IT1 of tanker

model and propeller

Ship ;Length between perpendiculars PP
(m) 3 .439

Breadth B  (in) 0 .580

 Draft d (m) 0 .258

Displacement volume V  (m3) 0 .388

Block coefficient  Cb 0 .755

Length-breadth ratio 5 .934

Breadth-draft ratio 2 .248

 -rinc31 Propeller;Diameter D  (in) 0 .121

Pitch ratio P/D 0 .8595

Expanded blade area ratio 0 .670

Blade thickness ratio 0 .050

Boss ratio  0 .180

Number of blades 5



Table 5- 1 Measuring conditions of static  swell  up in still water
and relative motion in waves at propeller position

V  (m/s)  IL
w

Measuring  items Condition Note

In still water 0.6

 1.9

Static swell up

at propeller

position
Light load Without propeller

In regular head
waves 1.253

 (Fn=0.20)

0.5

2.5

8 cm
Relative motion

at propeller

position

Table 6- 1 Test conditions of speed drop tests in regular and
irregular head waves

 F
n Measuring items Condition Note

In regular head
waves 0.251

0.5

2.5

8 cm

 Thrust,Torque,

 Revolution,Pitch,

 Heave,Surge,Wave,

Speed

Light load

and

Normal load

Revolution constant

mode

and

Engine torque
constant mode

 In irregular head
waves  0.251

To H ̂ h  Thrust,Torque,

 Revolution,Pitch,

 Heave,Surge,Wave,

Speed

1.2 sec 4 cm
?

17 cm



Table  7- 1 Factors of Seaworthiness

Factor Limit Max Probability

Vertical Acceleration at F.P. 0.8 g 0 001

Deck Wetness at F.P. 0 02

Slamming
0 01

Propeller Racing propeller tip
exposure 0 1
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            simulation and calculation as to non-memory, 

            non-linear transformed time histories



Fig. 5-34 Comparison of spectra of hydrodynamic pressure 
            near waterline in waves between experiment and 

            calculation



Fig. 6- 1 Comparison of speed drop and mean increases of 

            propeller  thrust,torque,revolutions and power in 
            regular head waves between experiments and calcula-

           tions ( normal condition )



Fig. 6- 2 Calculated speed drop and mean increases of prop-
            eller thrust,torque,revolutions in regular head 

            waves for arbitrary characteristic of main engine 
           ( normal condition )



Fig. 6- 3 Comparison of speed drop and mean increases of 

            propeller thrust,torque and revolutions in irregular 
            head waves between experiments and calculations 

           ( normal condition )



Fig. 6- 4 Comparison of speed drop in regular head waves between experiments and 
           calculations ( light condition )



Fig. 6- 5 Comparison of mean increases of propeller  thrust ,torque and revolutions            b
etween experiments and calculations  ( light condition )



Fig. 6- 6  Comparison of speed drop in irregular head waves between experiments 
           and calculations ( light condition )



Fig. 6- 7 Effect of propeller immersion on propeller performance



Fig. 6- 8 Comparison of measured and computed deliberate speed 
            loss in regular head waves



Fig. 6- 9 Comparison of measured and computed mean increases of 

            propeller thrust and revolutions



Fig. 6-10 Comparison of measured and computed critical accelera-
            tion in regular head waves



Fig. 7- 1 Calculation of speed drop in irregular oblique waves



Fig. 7- 2 Calculation of optimum ship operation in waves



Fig. 7- 3 Relation between heading angle and fuel consumption at critical 
            speed



Fig. 7- 4 Relation between ship speed and fuel consumption



Fig. 7- 5 Effect of self-propulsion factors on ship 

            speed,revolutions and apparent slip ratio 
            in irregular head waves



Fig. 7- 6 Operation point on engine characteristic plane 
            concerning nominal speed loss



Fig. 7- 7 Critical ship speed in irregular oblique waves



Fig. 7- 8 Factors of evaluation for optimum ship route




